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 Introduction

 TANIS C. THORNE

 As a form of conquest, intimate relations in colonial settings have long tan-
 talized observers, but since the 1980s these relationships have gained cen-
 ter stage. Sylvia Van Kirk's Many Tender Ties and Jennifer S. H. Brown's
 Strangers in Blood - both published in 1980 - were pioneering studies of
 interracial marriage in the fur trade. The emerging cadre of fur trade social
 historians (myself among them) explored women's agency, reconstructed
 kinship networks, and asked questions about the ethnicity of biracial and
 bicultural families.1 Since Michael Foucault's assertion that sex is a '"dense

 transfer point' of power" began influencing such scholars as Ann Stoler, the
 feminists' credo that "the personal is political" has gained intellectual heft.
 Scholars are finding renewed significance in both metissage and interstitial
 groups of mixed-bloods. The growing historiography on "intimate colo-
 nialism" strives to make "connections between the broad-scale dynamics of
 colonial rule and the intimate sites of implementation," explains Stoler.2

 The well-researched papers in this special issue of Frontiers provide a rich

 sample of this exciting wave of scholarship on intermarriage, firmly joining
 traditional social history with cultural critical theory. That race and gender
 are culturally constructed categories wielded as pliant tools for hegemonic
 purposes is the premise emerging from these essays. The phrase "colonial
 project" signifies the systematic processes by which colonizers harness cat-
 egories and hierarchies to legitimize rule and thereby circumscribe access to
 state entitlements, as well as to private resources such as sexual or marriage
 partners. Classification is a form of social control, as Desley Deacon empha-
 sizes in her introduction to a previous issue of Frontiers on intermarriage.3

 Regulatory controls of the state extend into the private spheres of sexual-
 ity, marriage, and childrearing, identified as biopolitics by Michael Foucault.
 In the intimate relationships that cross boundaries between colonizers and
 colonized, the intersections of race, class, gender, and power become visible
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 and thus accessible to analysis. As Peggy Pascoe writes, "few subjects are as
 potentially revealing as the history of interracial marriage," because it pro-
 vides evidence of the "formulation and reformulation of race and gender and
 connections between the two."4

 What is so attractive about this genre of "intimate colonialism" is that it
 dignifies the experience of real people's lives and honors the historically and
 spatially specific context while providing tools for comparative analysis. Jim
 Buss revisits the well trodden ground of the captivity narrative in his essay,
 '"They found and left her an Indian': The Whitening of Young Bear." As do
 other authors in this volume, Buss unmasks race and gender categories as
 historically constructed and mutable yet underscores the assertion that these
 categories are powerful instruments that control people's lives. Taking issue
 with the work of other scholars who have argued that captivity narratives
 foreground interracial marriages and acculturation and thus undermine
 racial categories, Buss reveals the unqualified triumph of the "ongoing colo-
 nial project." He argues that the captivity narratives served to erase White
 Bear's strong affective bonds with her Miami husbands and the "vibrant"
 biracial and bicultural communities of the Great Lakes. Similarly, Heather
 Bouwman's poetry in this volume speaks of erasures of marriages that
 crossed boundaries:

 In her mother's attic, looking for me,
 our great-great-granddaughter finds only this
 on a slip of paper in a shoebox:
 m. [married] Abigail Koch (sp?), a lyyr-old Indian.

 In her essay, "The Benefits of Being Indian: Blood Quanta, Intermarriage,
 and Allotment Policy on the White Earth Reservation, 1889-1920," Katherine

 Ellinghaus's emphasis is on the loss and erasure resulting from state regula-
 tion and categorization. Following the Dawes Allotment Act, the state used
 blood quanta to determine competency of Indians to manage their own prop-
 erty. Ellinghaus locates a trenchant example of the biologization of race by the
 state at White Earth Reservation; she recaps the late Melissa Meyer's excel-
 lent research in The White Earth Tragedy (1994) while rendering the novel
 interpretation that mixed-bloods were victimized. What is most impressive
 here is Ellinghaus's demonstration of the enormous potential of Foucauldian
 analysis for untangling what has long been an era of confusion for histori-
 ans.5 As does Buss, Ellinghaus endeavors to establish links between historic
 subjects and contemporary identity politics, obliquely chastising the federal
 gatekeeper for blocking mixed-bloods' claims to legal status as Indians with
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 policies that erased, detribalized, and irrevocably confused Indian identity
 in the past.

 Notably, two essays bring the wide-ranging essays in this volume together.

 Jacki Thompson Rand's essay, "Red, White, and Black: A Personal Essay on
 Interracial Marriage," powerfully evokes the searing pain that state-gener-
 ated racial policies have wrought, in the manner of Maria Campbell's classic
 autobiography Halfbreed (1973) and Clyde Warrior's poignant essay, "We Are
 Not Free" (1965). Rand's rendition of her mother's boarding-school educa-
 tion and its relation to the dynamics of her parents' marriage, internalized
 self-hate, racism, and child-rearing practices, is an effective vehicle for mov-

 ing the reader from the particular to the general. "Those who have remained
 lost in the intersections of race, identity, destruction, and the civilizing
 mission endure silent suffering in abusive relationships and profound self-
 doubt," Rand writes.

 In contrast to Buss's depiction of Young Bear's positive experiences as
 an Indian captive, Tiya Miles's "Narrative of Nancy, a Cherokee Woman"
 describes the experiences of an Indian woman enslaved by Americans in the
 Revolutionary War era as violent and oppressive. If Rand's essay gives this vol-
 ume emotional depth, Miles gives it breadth by expanding the racial hierarchy
 to include those in the bottom rungs: (from top to bottom) Indian, African-
 Indian, and black slave women, for whom sexual intimacy was far more likely

 to be forced.6 In this nuanced essay, Miles invokes Martha Hodes's perceptive

 assessment regarding the "mercurial nature and abiding power of race." As
 Hode observes, "Power lies within the ability of legal, economic, and social
 authorities to assign and reassign racial categories to oppressive ends."7

 Miles's essay joins the theme of intermarriage to the more contingent and

 contested aspects of the "colonial project."8 Colonial regimes were not mono-
 lithic. Rather, in Stoler's phrasing, colonial power was disunified, incom-
 plete, insecure, and "precariously vulnerable." The boundaries of race, class,
 and gender were maintained with great effort and vigilance yet were con-
 stantly contested. Manipulation of the ambiguities of unstable categories and
 boundaries was a tool available both to the colonizers and to the colonized.9

 While her options were severely circumscribed by race, class, and gender, the
 Cherokee woman Nancy nonetheless mobilized the resources available to her
 as an Indian for racial reassignment. Imperial rule was itself a historically-
 constructed category with many internal contradictions. According to Stoler,

 Focus on the contingencies and contradictions of colonial rule empha-
 sizes that political possibilities do not just lie in grand oppositions but
 in the interstices of power structures, in the intersection of particular
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 agendas, in the political spaces opened by new and renewed discourses
 and by subtle shift in ideological ground.10

 The essays by Cathleen Cahill, Susan E. Gray, and Katherine Ellinghaus
 focus on a period in American history - the late nineteenth and early twen-
 tieth centuries - rife with contradiction. In the early nineteenth century,
 two competing visions emerged: one to remove and thus segregate Indians
 from the dominant society, and the other, favored by Christian humanitar-
 ians, to assimilate them. Illustrating assimilation, the biracial/bicultural
 Wolfe siblings, examined by Gray in "Miengun's Children," were the prod-
 uct of a marriage between an Indian man and the daughter of missionaries.
 After mid-century, the ideology of scientific racism gained momentum, yet
 paradoxically assimilation became the official national policy. Cahill's '"You
 Think It Strange That I Can Love an Indian': Native Men, White Women,
 and Marriage in the Indian Service" examines a number of couples who met
 and married in the Indian Service as "an aggressive (and maternalist) edu-
 cational bureaucracy" emerged to promote the assimilation agenda. CahiU's
 sophisticated analysis carefully delineates a number of factors that fostered
 these unions. Relationships between Indian men and white women upset pre-
 vailing race and gender hierarchies, and Cahill finds that the "abiding power
 of race" loomed to threaten these families' respectability.11 What is perhaps
 most insightful is not the ongoing stigma of race but rather its decline and the

 concomitant increase in intermarriages between Indians and whites.
 For Cahill's Indian Service couples, as for the Wolfe siblings, middle-to

 upper-class ranking and high educational levels blurred the racial boundary.
 Marriages between Indian men and white women were not as atypical as one
 might suppose, as Cahill observes. (One of the biracial Wolfe sisters, Jesse
 Hilton, married a non-Indian while in the Indian Service.) Anthropologist
 Carobeth Laird married a Chemehuevi man after her divorce from linguist
 and anthropologist J. P. Harrington.12 After oil wealth came to the Osage and
 the Five Civilized tribes, many marriages took place between white women
 and Indian men. The "World s Richest Indian," Jackson Barnett (a man with

 African, Creek, Yuchi, and European ancestry) was kidnapped by a gold-
 digging divorcee. Jackson's enormous wealth "whitened" him, while litiga-
 tion over his estate reinforced the gender and racial hierarchies.13 The point
 is that historically, class, not race, was a major determinant in the formation
 of marriage alliances.

 Mixed-bloods were particularly difficult to classify, and for them, bound-
 aries were permeable. In some histories, "mixedness itself was a moving and
 strategic category," writes Stolen14 The mixed-blood Wolfe family seemingly
 occupied a privileged and comfortably ambiguous status. Gray frames the
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 central dilemma facing American Indian intellectuals at the turn of the cen-
 tury as "how to be civilized and yet remain Indian." Countering scientific
 racism, the early twentieth century witnessed a shift in racial ideology con-
 current with "modernism," which Desley Deacon defines as "ideas about the
 revitalization of a weakened civilization from Native sources."15 Gray's pro-
 vocative examination of the Wolfe sisters' formative childhood experiences
 and later life choices suggests that changing views of gender and race pro-
 vided an opening for them to transcend the paradox of the age and embrace
 the identities of mixed-race New Women. Women's clubs became a "politi-
 cal space," where they gained respect in this new climate.16 Not surprisingly,
 Gray finds mixed-blood identity to be a complex, fluid process, cloaked at
 times and rediscovered and reclaimed in others. For American Indians of

 full and mixed ancestry, race could empower (especially when combined
 with high status and educational levels) as well as oppress. Together, Gray
 and Cahill's fresh and original research provides a partial explanation for
 how America slowly and haltingly became "one of the most conspicuously
 multi-descent nations in the industrialized North Atlantic West."17

 Carolyn Butler Palmer's intellectually elegant essay, "Renegotiating Iden-
 tity: lPrimitivisrn in 20th Century Art as Family Narrative," provides an ex-
 quisite capstone to this volume. Palmer is reconciling a contradiction:
 anthropologist James Clifford critiqued a late twentieth-century art exhibit
 juxtaposing the tribal and the modern as exemplifying the ongoing "colonial
 project" of oppression and erasure of Native people and culture, while mixed-
 blood photographer David Neels experienced the same show as a portal for
 reconnection with his Kwakiutl culture and identity. Palmer argues that
 imperial ideology left cracks that allow for diverse ways of seeing, experienc-
 ing, and ranking. Cultural artifacts can be used to reify colonialism's tech-
 nologies of erasure and further to humiliate Natives with reminders of their
 irrevocably shattered and disempowered worldviews; and ironically, these
 same artifacts can provide an opening to reclaim lost worlds, "a discursive
 space ... in which new paradigms of knowledge may become accessible."18

 "Intimate colonialism," as seen in these essays, is pregnant with possibil-
 ities when grounded in real experience, wedded to social history and eth-
 nography, weeded by critical theory, and nourished by female agency. When
 driven by passions for empowerment and transformation, the field is indeed
 fertile ground with many robust children.

 NOTES

 1. In her work on the metis people of the Great Lakes, Jacqueline Peterson antici-

 pated contemporary research on identity in her application of Frederik Barths "cul-
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 tural constructionist" model of ethnicity. Frederik Barth, Ethnic Groups and Bound-

 aries (Little Brown & Co (1969, 1991); Jacqueline Peterson, "Prelude to Red River: A

 Social Portrait of the Great Lakes Metis," Ethnohistory 25, no. 1 (Winter 1978): 41-67;
 Olive Dickason, "From 'One Nation' in the Northeast to 'New Nation' in the North-

 west: A Look at the Emergence of the M£tis," American Indian Culture and Research

 Journal. 6, no. 2 (1982): 1-21; Tanis C. Thorne, Many Hands ofMyRelationsy French and

 Indians on the Lower Missouri River (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1996).

 2. Ann Laura Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and the Intimate

 in Colonial Rule (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 7. Foucault quoted

 in Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucaulfs History of Sexuality

 and the Colonial Order of Things (Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press,

 1995) > 33- See recent books by Albert Hurtado, The Intimate Frontiers: Sexy Gender,

 and Culture in Old California (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1999); Anne

 Plane, Colonial Intimacies: Indian Marriage in Early New England (Cornell Univer-

 sity, 2000); and Ramon Gutierrez, When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away:

 Marriage, Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico, 1540-1846 (Palo Alto, California:
 Stanford University Press, 1991).

 3. "Introduction" in Frontiers 23, no.3 (2002): vii.

 4. "Race, Gender and Intercultural Relations: The Case of Interracial Marriage,"

 Frontiers 12, no. 1 (1991): 5, 11; Jennifer Spear, "They Need Wives': Metissage and the

 Regulation of Sexuality in French Louisiana, 1699-1730" in Martha Hodes, ed, Sex,

 Love, Race: Crossing Boundaries in North American History (New York: New York

 University Press, 1999), 35-59.

 5. For another application of Foucault, see Thomas Biolsi, "The Birth of the Res-

 ervation: Making the Modern Individual of the Lakota," American Ethnologist 22,

 no. 1 (1995): 28-53. See also, Meyer's "Signatures and Thumbprints," Social Science
 History 14, no. 3 (Fall 1990): 305-345.

 6. Carl Ekberg's Stealing Indian Women: Native Slavery in the Illinois Country

 (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2007) compares Indian and black slave
 women's experiences. See also Antonia Castenada, "Sexual Violence in the Poli-

 tics and Policies of Conquest: Amerindian Women and the Spanish Conquest of

 Alta California," in Adela de la Torre and Beatriz Pesquera, eds., Building with Our

 Hands: New Directions in Chicano Studies (Berkeley: University of California Press,
 1993), 215-233.

 7."TheMercurialNatureandAbidingPowerofRace:TheTransnationalFamilyStory,"

 r/zeAmen'cfl«Histoncfl/i?evfewio8,no.i(February2003),frame3,<http://www.history

 cooperative.0rg/journals/ahr/108.1/aho103000084.html> (accessed April 11, 2008).

 <http://historycooperative.press.uiuc.edU/journals/ahr/1o8.1/-FOOT2>

 8. Stoler, Carnal Knowledge; The "colonial project" blends concerns of colonial

 discourse with "an interpretive commitment to preserve human agency and sub-
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 jectivity . . . brought into sustained and productive contact" as a useful "analytical

 tension." This definition of "colonial project" is found in the "Introduction" to Pos-

 sible Pasts, ed. Robert Blaire St. George (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2000),

 6. Quoting Nicolas Thomas, St. George writes that the colonial project highlights

 "a socially transformative endeavour that is localized, politicized and partial. . . ."

 Thomas, Colonialism's Culture: Anthropology, Travel, and Government (Princeton:

 Princeton University Press, 1994), 58, 105-06.

 9. A revealing footnote in Buss's study of Young Bear is the evidence that Young

 Bear manipulated race categories by identifying herself as a half-breed Pota-
 watomi, which evidently had some strategic advantage. At White Earth, full-bloods

 and mixed-bloods both claimed mixed-blood status to free their property from
 restriction.

 10. Stoler and Frederick Cooper, "Between Metropole and Colony: Rethinking

 a Research Agenda," in Tensions of Empire: Colonial Cultures in a Bourgeois World

 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 18.

 11. Peggy Pascoe, "Miscegenation, Law, Court Cases, and Ideologies of Race in
 Twentieth Century America," Journal of American History 83, no.i (June 1996):
 44-69.

 12. See Laird's post-divorce expose, Encounter with an Angry God: Recollections of

 My Life with John Peabody Harrington (Banning, CA: Malki Museum Press, 1975).

 13. Tanis Thorne, The World's Richest Indian (New York: Oxford University Press,

 2003).
 14. Ann Laura Stoler, "Tense and Tender Ties: The Politics of Comparison in

 North American History and (Post) Colonial Studies," The Journal of American His-

 tory 88, no. 3 (December 2001): 836.

 15. "Introduction," viii.

 16. As Margaret Jacobs has demonstrated, women's clubs were the arena in which

 modern gender roles were contested. "Making Savages of Us All: White Women,
 Pueblo Indians, and the Controversy over Indian Dances in the 1920s," Frontiers 17,

 no. 3 (1996): 178-199.

 17. David Hollinger, "Amalgamation and Hypodescent: The Question of Ethno-

 racial Mixture in the History of the United States," The American Historical Review

 108, no. 5 (December 2003), frame 4, <http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/

 ahr/io8.5/hollinger.html> (accessed April 11, 2008).

 18. Nancy Mithlo, Chiricahua Apache, quoted in "Renegotiated Identity," 186.
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